
With this exhibit dedicated to the plastic production of the american artist Dennis Oppenheim, 
disappeared in 2011, will be opening in the spaces of Museo Pecci Milano the next October 3 
(6pm) and will continue until November 23 2013, the collaboration continues between 
Spazioborgogno and Galleria Fumagalli. The press release, cured by Alberto Fiz and Amy 
Oppenheim, wife of the artist, presents a wide selection of sculpture that covers an arch of time of 
an almost three decades and ranges from Tear Drop Room of 1979, a metaphoric room that 
contains a gigantic teardrop, to Volcano of 2006 where a volcano, with the smoke that seems to lift 
up from the floor, modifying the ambient of the exposition space.
Amongst the most important artists of post-war, Oppenheim has been differentiated for being the 
author of some of the basic experiences like the Land Art, the Body Art, the Ambient Art and the 
Public Art. The regenerative hypothesis and the continuous metamorphosis inside a precarious 
and unstable universe are the base of all the american artist’s research. His artworks are 
destabilizing constantly challenging the limits and they develop new perceptions of the physical 
and psychological space giving life to an unpredictable hybridization that can anticipate even the 
new frontier of science and medicine where the substitution of organs with prothesis appears more 
frequently.
Oppenheim develops a molecular universe wherein a renovated dialogue is created between the 
artificial forms and the natural ones. In short, everything appears  genetically modified: “His artistic 
case, is not characterized by a simple presence of the object but of it’s transformation. An entropic 
process that widens the sphere of knowledge developing a renewed perception in the space-time 
context. The existence of the thing itself undergoes radical change grafting a mechanism of 
alteration and deviance. Things that appeared stable, permanently enters in crisis developing a 
consubstantial precariousness on it’s state based on a principle that tends to a progressive 
implication of the being and the scenery.”
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